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An angry father perched on a Buckingham Palace ledge in a Batman suit 
may have seemed a bit of a laugh but the stunt raised some potentially 
uncomfortable legal issues. For a start, Batman (Jason Hatch) could easily 
have been shot. His sidekick, Dave Pyke (dressed as Robin), was following 
him up the ladder when an officer pointed a handgun at him and shouted 
"Come down or I will shoot". So down he came.

Metropolitan police commissioner Sir John Stevens pointed out that the 
alarms and CCTV had operated and that if it had been thought that 
Batman was carrying a bomb "he would have been shot". Terrorists may 
now have noticed that silly clothes seem to gain the wearer free access to 
both Parliament and royal palaces.

Thankfully, the media were not reporting shootings but providing the very 
oxygen of publicity that Fathers 4 Justice craved. The Daily Mirror boasted 
last week that its reporters were at the group's weekend summit (which 
apparently turned into a foul-mouthed drinking session). And they would 
have been aware that this was not merely boasting - Hatch is due in court 
later this year concerning a demonstration on Clifton Suspension Bridge in 
Bristol. The Daily Mail was also in the know and printed 12 photographs, 
showing the protesters from the moment they jumped the railings and 
propped a ladder against the side of the building, to Hatch's eventual 
descent, six hours later, in a cherry picker. Spirited undercover reporting or 
aiding and abetting criminal acts?

The Mirror was not particularly taken with the campaigners of Fathers 4 
Justice, but justified its substantial coverage as an expose of the 
vulnerability of royal security - following on from its scoop last year when 
one of its reporters posed as a royal footman for two months. The Sun has 
gone one step further than the Mirror, by putting a hack in a staff job at 
the House of Commons and allowing him to smuggle in a fake bomb.

But when newspapers get too close to criminals, or criminal conduct, there 



can be unexpected repercussions. The media are not protected from the 
criminal law by any special reporting dispensation. When BBC reporter Mark 
Daly went undercover to film The Secret Policeman in Manchester, for 
example, he was arrested for obtaining a pecuniary advantage (his wages) 
by deception, and damaging police property.

Criminal law does not just punish those who actually commit offences but 
also those who conspire to do so or "aid and abet" wrongdoers. And this is 
where media organisations are vulnerable when they find themselves too 
close to protesters. Newspaper publishers (and reporters) have enough 
money to pay fines and, unlike protesters, don't actually want their staff to 
go to jail.

The Accessories and Abetters Act, passed in 1861, makes those who aid 
and abet indictable offences liable to be tried and punished as a principal 
offender. The Magistrates Court Act of 1980 covers lesser offences tryable 
by magistrates rather than a jury and the state tends to bring those claim 
ing a higher ethical purpose before magistrates rather than a jury.

There are some legal safeguards - one has to wilfully encourage the crime 
and mere voluntary presence at the scene of the crime is not necessarily 
sufficient. However, worryingly for journalists, the reported cases show 
that if someone witnesses the commission of a crime and offers no 
opposition, though he might reasonably be expected to have tried to 
prevent it (or at least express his dissent), this might provide sufficient 
evidence for a conviction for aiding and abetting. Photographers and 
reporters beware.

Another possible concern is that the criminal law in its wisdom allows the 
conviction of a secondary party, in certain circumstances, when the actual 
perpetrator of the substantive offence is either acquitted or convicted of a 
lesser offence.

The secondary party may also be convicted where the law breaker has 
some defence that does not benefit the secondary party. The textbook 
cases include a husband aiding and abetting when forcing his wife to 
commit buggery with a dog - she had a defence of duress. But suppose 
protest groups start using children to commit their trespasses and 
burglaries?

With MPs now targeted, as well as royalty and global corporations, there 
may be little sympathy from the state for journalists caught up in the 



wrongdoing of others, even if they only intended to get the best pictures 
rather than commit a crime.

The Press Complaints Commission Code of Practice requires newspapers to 
maintain the highest professional standards, but other than requiring 
accuracy and that criminals should be not be paid for stories (unless in the 
public interest) it allows newspapers to be partisan and to decide for 
themselves what the main stories of the day are - whether or not that 
involves being manipulated by pressure groups.

But broadcasters have tougher regulations still. The BBC producers' 
guidelines require that news should be presented with due accuracy and 
impartiality and that the BBC has the editorial input necessary when wit 
nessing or reporting ongoing illegal activity (such as the trespass at the 
palace). Criminals are not allowed to glamorise their wrongdoing.

The Ofcom code too is wary of protest stunts. "Programmes should neither 
glamorise nor condone criminals or their actions". The code does say that 
crime is rarely without victims, but Batman at Buck House caused little 
distress to anyone.

The amount of publicity in the newspapers and on television will only 
encourage this particular pressure group, and no doubt many others, to 
embark upon similar stunts. Greenpeace takes its own film crews along 
when involved in direct action and the ALA has videoed attacks on farms 
and laboratories. These tapes were made available to the media, and 
television regulators require considerable care when using such third-party 
material as the images can be a lot less fair, accurate and impartial than 
they look at first.

The various media regulators' codes may need to be tightened to take 
account of this new non-violent attention-grabbing, although a template 
exists. Broadcasters do take care already to deny free publicity to those 
who disrupt football games or race meetings - streakers are a rarity on 
screen nowadays.

The media have a self-imposed obligation to report what is actually going 
on and editors, not judges, are best able to evaluate what is of interest to 
their readers. Some high-profile stunts, such as last week's invasion of the 
House of Commons, are (presumably) intended to highlight causes where 
there is considerable public support. But a claim to be exposing lapses in 
security may not always be sufficient to justify a crime. The police knew 



what Hatch was up to and exercised common sense judgment rather than 
pulling a trigger, and one would not want the presence of the media to 
provoke a more extreme response against non-terrorist protesters.

A further worry for the media is that the family of a shot protester could 
sue the media for damages if it could be shown that the journalist put him 
up to it, compensation culture being what it is. The police would have a 
defence, the media not.

Reporting protest is beyond the law but encouraging even honourable 
criminal stunts is not.


